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VPREFACE
At 7s 30 a*m* on September 4, 19o6, eight yellow school busses
began separate journeys through the ’’North End” of Hartford, Con-
necticut, journeys that would end that morning and for 3^0 other
school day mornings in five near-by suburban communities. Eighty
-eight percent of the children picked up by those busses would be
Negro, ten percent would be Puerto-Rican and two percent white.
These school age youngsters, throughly aware that they were some-
how involved in an experiment, were for the most part unaware of
the aggregate social significance of that yellow school bus that
came down their inner-city street. To them something different,
educationally, was going to happen this school year. The mixed
feelings they experienced, as with most children who are involved
in something new, reflected their possible uncertaintyj yet their
feelings also reflected the simple fact that a handful of concerned
educators who deeply believed, despite profound controversy and
substantial resistance, that the educationally disadvantaged child
of the ghetto needed a newer and more innovative type of educational
approach.
Thus, this innovative educational approach for the culturally
deprived child of the inner-city took final form and was adminis-
tered under the title. Project Concern . As Dr. Thomas S. Mahan,
former project director, noted in his preliminary review:
’’The presence of national news media represen-
tatives was clear evidence that this day had
not come easily and that it had implications
far beyond the simple issue of school trans-
portation. To move 266 youngsters by bus to
schools which were up to twenty-five miles
from their homes was no major task; to move
Vi
266 youngsters, mostly non-white and all from
the disadvantaged area of Hartford, into educa-
tionally autonomous suburbia was no mean effort
and it had come about only after profound soul
searching and hard work.”*
Usually, the profound soul searching and hard work was experi-
enced by a small handful of dedicated educators evening after even-
ing at board of education meetings, civic and town meetings, and
frequently after heated personal threats to the safety and well
-being of those requesting that the project be seriously considered
and implemented. Truthfully, September 4th had not come easily and
this presentation can only, in a perfunctory manner, convey the hu-
man energy and involvement, sometimes at personal risk, that went
into getting those eight yellow school busses moving. As was quot-
ed previously, • the presence of national news media represen-
tatives was clear evidence that this day had not come easily and
that it had implications far beyond the simple issue of school
transportation • . .”,2
In retrospect, the City of Hartford, Connecticut, with eleven
-thousand children in grades kindergarten through eight, found that
nine-thousand of their youngsters were in eight schools which, at
a minimum, were eighty-five percent non-white in enrollment, D«
-facto segregation, not unknown in many of the larger cities of the
United States, had in reality reached significant proportions in
Hartford and the adverse effects of this social phenomena upon the
ability of school age youngsters to benefit from existing programs
within the school setting, were being deeply experienced both by
the public schools and the children.
Hartford *s Board of Education, somewhat aware of the serious-
ness of existing educational problems as they related to youngsters
of the inner-city, sought ways to meet the varied and unique educa-
vii
tion^il neods of the dia«dvanta?5«d children of the ghetto, needs that
intensely handicapped their educational achieve'ient and functioning
within the school setting
- youngsters who, the longer they re-
main in school, the further they fall behind all expectations in-
cluding, most importantly, their own. Therefore, the board sought
ways, l,e., types of educational innovations, that would assist
these children who continioualy manifested unprecedented ne-^ds in
meeting ayen the most basic requirements of existing progr:ias) pro-
grams based upon an assumption that they were necessary for the fu-
ture social and economic achievement of these children who wo Id
eventuiilly enter and need to function in a demanding social struc-
ture and economy.
These educational interventions took the forms of vari >us types
of remediation, social work and psychological services. Although
the efforts wore impressive, they appeared not to signifloantly me-
et many of the varied social and educational deficits of iruisr-city
children. As Dr, Mahan commented:
, the haunting feeling remained that the
educational lot of these north end youngsters
was less than equal and that oqualiaation of
the educational opportunity would be a massive
task. The youngsters in Hartford *a North End
schools, like the youngsters in inner-city scho-
ols throughout the country, appeared to fallftir-
ther behind expectations for mental development
and school achievement the longer they stayed
In school.
The issue could be simply posed: how does a city
provide an educationilly stimulating environi^snt
for that large proportion of the youth who cor:so
with existing or incipient learning disabilities?
Is It possible to create such an environment wiUi-
in the neighborhood school where the large majority
of the pupils are likely to fall into such classifica-
tions or is a new strtictural pattern needed?**?
Vtit
The questions asked about existing prograois, which appeared to
be ineffective, the concern expressed about Hartford’s inner-city
children who fell further behind all expectations the longer tliey
renained in school, were presented to the educational, business
and political leadership of the city. At the same tiae. Or, Vincent
Conroy, Harvard Graduate School of Education, presented a position
paper to the City Council in which he made the following roc omaenda-
tloni
• aetropolitan cooperation would be
required to create equal and effective ed-
ucation for Hartford’s less affluent,”^
Or, Mahan, consenting on Dr, Conroy’s statement, noted:
’’This was a dramatic departure froo the
compensatory education route and one that
had strong emotional and political over-
tones as well as obvious educational
ones,”5
Pragmatic support for these concepts, ”a new structural pattern
needed"^, and, ’’metropolitan cooperation"?, came from the com..unity
of ^est Hartford, who, during the aumner of 1966 had designed and
implemented an inter-school district summer bussing program involv-
ing youngster® from Hartford’s inner-city public schools. It is
important to understand that West Hartford is a politically autono-
mous 0 ^BAounity significantly higher on the socio-economic scale.
The su.m^^er busaing project, funded by 0,E,0,
,
was evaluated and de-
scribed in a document. An Experiment in Urban - Suburban liduc atjon ,
published by ^est Hartford’s Board of Education in 1967, Five fun-
ctional statements were a part of this evaluation:
"1, Poverty area parents appear to accept
the idea of urban -vsuburban bussing.
lx
2« Neither bus schedules nor bus behavior
create *?jajor obstacles to such progn-na.
3* attendance at the sutflraer school #as es-
sentially the sanie in torais of absence
and drop-out rates for both urban and
suburban children.
4, There was no evidence of psychological
or cultural blocks to learning aaong
urban children busaed to suburban scho-
ols.
5. Suburban teaching staffs did not report
greater difficulty in teaching urban chil-
dren.'’8
In ausamary, the growing concern about the continued ineffoo-
tivenesa of Hartford *s then existing supportive educational pro-
grafas for the disadvantaged urban youngstorj Dr. Conroy’s metro-
politan cooperation augrestion; and the actuality of Vest Hartford’s
suo.ier bussing experiment which appeared to meet with considerable
success, lead to the final approval by Hartford’s Board of Sduoa-
tion for the impleaenTiation of a rather uni'’ue type of educ^tio-ul
approach to the educational needs of Inner-city ghetto youngsters
with imltiple learning disabilities. The approach took from under
the title, iToject Concern
.
Thus, two-hundred and sixty-six children would be pioied up by
those eight yellow school busses on September 4th and transported to
five near-by suburban comiunitics and their educational progrsuas.
Farmington, Manchester, Simsbury, South Windsor and West Hartford
agreed to participate in the experiment in inter-district bussing.
One community, Glastonbury, refused to enter the program for multi-
ple reasons. These towns, with the e^i:ception of the one indicated,
offered the City of Hartford two-hundred and sixty-six seats for at
least a two year period for children in grades kindergarten thrcmgh
five, children who were to be randomly selected from among those
within inner-city neighborhood ghetto schools.
Perhaps, history may look kindly on an effort that basically
sought to provide a unique social and educational experlonco for
children} an effort that functioned within the frame-work of a
democratic concept that citlsens both young and not-ao-young muot
have equal ri.ghto and op ;ortunitlea, basic to which is an equal
educational ©xporiencej an effort that deeply believed that ac-
tions carry a far more significant message than words, especially
in a period of our history where there is great social unrest, un-
certainty and disbelief.
”, , • it had come about only after profound
soul searching and hard work • • , *”9
xi
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CHAPTEK I
URBAN - SU3IJR3\N BUSSING PROJECTS
1CHAPTER
- SUBURBAN BUSSING PROJSCTS - I966
Since thifl presentation mainly concerns itself with the effects
of urban-suburban bussing on the intellectual functioning of inner
-city, disadvantaged, elementary school age children, (see title),
it wo lid seem approporiate at this point to review the three major
inter-nchool district transportation experiments that were initiated
during the fall of 1966 ; for in September of th tt year, three urban
school systems bussed an aggregate of 538 youngsters, mostly all
non-white, to thirty-two, mostly all white, suburban coamunitios and
their autonomous educational systems.
>^oject Concern
, of Hartford, Connecticut, the transportation
experiment from which this presentation draws its data, was only one
of three such inter-school district projects, Rochester, Ifew York,
and Boston, ifassachusetts, had somewhat analogous progratis, i.e«,
analogous in that they transported mostly all non-white, inner-city
disadvantaged youngsters, to mostly all white near-by autonomous
communities for their formal education. However, it is at this po-
int that the overall resemblance begins to differ and three some-
what distinct projects become identifiable.
In the following sections of this chapter, the author will re-
view each approach so that the reader may obtain an overall picture
of inter-school district bussing projects in the fall of I966, Sech
effort will be briefly reviewed, one at a time, starting with Ro-
chester *s program, moving to Boston's approach, and ending with
Hartford *8 Project Concern . It is important for the purooso of clar-
Ity, to interject at this point, that Rochester’s and Boston’s ap«
proach to urban-suburban bussing was aore of a demonstration than a
research project, whereas Hartford’s approach incorporated both a
opocific research design of which, the demonstration model was but
one integral factor.
R')CHSSTaR, YORK:
Rochester’s bussing program was not initiated by the city, but
,
came about due to a proposal from a near-by suburban comraunity, '^est
Irondequoity New fork, whose board of education had been P3\riewing
and discussing the feasibility of urban-suburban educational coac-
tion since 196^.
West Ipondequoit’s board in 1965* after meeting with the com-
munities civic, professional and business leaders, directed its
superintendent of schools, Bari Helmer, to laoet with Rochester’s
superintendent, Herman Goldberg, to present and discuss their be-
lief in the social and educational practicality of a cooperative ed-
ucational effort* Rochester’s board of education eventually accept-
ed tho concept in April of 19^5 and directed its staff to select a
group of children for the preliminary transportation project* Thus,
in September of that year, Rochester bus sed twenty-five carefully
selected Hogro first graders to West Irondequoit and at the same
time, established a control group within the inner-city schools, a
control group also composed of a very selected population, l*e*,
bright Negro first graders.
Although the two groups were a result of the initial experi-
mental deeii^, it is important at this point to reiterate that Ro-
chester selected only bright Negro children for the experiment in
an attempt, as Mr. Helaer stated;
• » to guarantee success* .Ye loaded
if'.l
Though the selection of subjects was bias, the educational co-
action between Rochester and Yest Irondequoit was the first urban -
suburban transportation project, the first demonstration rsodel of
its type within the United States; the first demonstration model
where inner-city disadvantaged Negro children were transported, for
their formal educational experience, to a predominantly all white
autonomous suburban school system.
In summary, the Rochester experiment was more utilitarian in its
orientation than research, i.e., apparently more concerned with de-
monstrating that a project such as this could function satisfactorily
for both urban and suburban school systems* Current information,
available to this author, baaed on the non-randomly selected bright
Negro youngsters of both groups, indicates that the majority of the
bussed group has not been adversely effected either socially or ed-
ucationally, and that their growth, both intellectually and in ed-
ucational achievement, appears not to be significantly greater than
that of the inner-city control group. Possibly the major roi^son for
the apparent non-significance is th.at the initial selection of bri-
ght youngsters, who tend to do well in varied educational settings,
precluded the significant changes in intellectual functioning or ed-
ucational achievement.
BOSTON, M'\33AC(!U3^.T'rS i
”In Boston, the emphasis is on an action
program rather than research . • • *”^
4The initial impetus for the bussing program in Boston cane fr-
om a Massachusetts State Department of Education evaluation and re-
port in which the ineffectuality and inequality of the city's ed-
ucational program was directly linked to two major factors: 1) a
chronic racial imbalance in all of Boston's schools and; 2) Bos-
ton's board of education persistent stand against all attempts to
remedy, even partially, the continuous educational disparity due to
ghettoisra*
Almost traditionally, Boston's board of education had actually
taken an active role in preventing racial balance in the city's
schools and consequently, due to this position, the total educa-
tional program, especially those of the inner-city ghetto schools
in the Roxbury area, became grossly inadequate and deficient* When
the state department of education made this implicit in their eval-
uation, and the city board continued their segrationist posture, a
group of soraewhat influential private citizens formed an association
known as, JKiTCO - Metropolitan Council For Educational Op oortunity
- to:
"• * • develop and promote quality Integrated
education, to provide opportunities for inte-
grated learning experiences, and to develop
modes of cooperation in education between ur-
ban and suburban school systems in the greater
Boston area’*,
5
After obtaining funds from various sources including Title III
of ESEA and the Caregie Corporation, f^ITCO opened an office in the
heart of Boston's Negro ghetto with a relatively small professional
staff, to seek out interested urban parents and equally interested
suburban communities. It is important to interject at this point,
that Boston's board of education, though aware of MKTCO's goals of
urban-suburban bussing of non-white school age youngsters, did lit-
erally nothing to det«r the programs inception and in actuality, al-
lovyod inner-city families, if they wished, to volunteer their young-
sters for the MKTCO urban-suburban educational prop^ram outside of
Boston*s school district.
In the suffltner of 1966, Joseph Killory was appointed director
of the program and in September of that year, two-hundred and twenty
Negro youngsters of the ghetto and from various grade levels, both
elementary and secondary, were transported to seven suburban commun-
ities for their formal education. As Director Killory oonientcd:
'*•
• • our program is different from those
of Hartford and Rochester. Ours is an ot>-
erational program. are taking kids from
the Hoxbury area and sending them to the
suburbs and this is completely independent
of the Boston schools. There is no control
group within the city and there are no con-
trol groups within the suburbs**.^
At this point in its bussing experiment, hETCO has hired in-
vosttgatoro to evaluate what changes have taken place, if any, in
the academic achievement and intellectual functioning of those Bos-
ton inner-city youngsters who have been bussed to the suburban com-
munities. The purpose of their inquiry (a) is similar to those tak-
ing place in Rochester and Hartford, i.e., an analysis of dorived
tost data on the bussed youngsters in an attempt to determine the
effects on school age children, of inter-school district coaotion.
However, one of the important data limitations faced by Roohesters
approach was their bias subject selection, i.e., they did not ran-
domly select subjects, and in Boston, the fact that there were no
inner-city control groups upon which to evaluate data with treat-
ments.
Research Director, David Archibald, in discussing current eval-
6uative efforts and data, indicated that;
”• * * a preliminary look at test data, in-
terviews and records shows that these score*
will show improvements and that attendance
has been good. ¥e do not expect any drama-
tic achievement in one year. But the results
will be better than we orifjinally expected.
I think, there was a real need for these kids
to get out**.
5
As was expressed earlier in this chapter, both Rochastor'a and
Boston** approaches were more demonstration than research aorlela,
and even though their programs functioned within all the limitations
of a real-world setting, neither project was set up within the frame
work of an experimental design which places certain obvious limita-
tions on their respective data; but, limitations which reflect the-
ir unique ap oroach to urban-suburban educational cooperation due to
social, economic and political conditions within which they had to
function, i.e,, part of their real-world setting which significantly
influenced their methodology.
HAKTF:>RD
. CQNN^ICTICUT ;
Concern
In 1965* Hartford, Connecticut, unexpectedly found itoolf with
over eleven—thousand non-white children in grades kindergarten th-
rough eight, with nine-thousand of these youngsters in eight schools
that ^vere, at a minimum, eighty-five percent non-white in enrollment.
iJiar, ly, de-facto segregation had hit Hartford with such an im-
pact that, as an example, one large elementary school of approxi-
mately one-thousand seven-hundred pupils, had a registrati n of less
than on« percent white. Hartford’s total elementary school popula-
tion was at a fifty-four percent non-white level, i.o,, forty-four
percent Ne^ro and ten percent Puerto-Rican, higher than that found
in moat major northeastern cities of the United States, And, of
the fifty-four percent, approximately all were in what mif^ht be lo-
oked upon as inner-city neighborhood schools, involved in ^ettoiom.
Hartford's board of education had attempted maasivo types of
educational treatments because youngsters within these noighborhood
echools continioualy manifested, regardless of the types of educa-
tional intervention, what Dr. ’dartin Deutsch (1964) called*
’’the cumulative deficit",^
And, as Project Director Mahan stated:
, the youngsters in Hartford's North
End schools, like the youngsters in inner
-city schools throughout the country, ap-
peared to fill further behind expectations
for mental developsaent and school achieve-
ment the longer they stayed in school”,
7
Thus, the city's educational problems could bo rather distinct-
ly stated, i«e., in 'what ways can an urban community motivate, ed-
ucationally, disadvantaged youngsters who represent fifty-four per-
cent of a total elementary school population, and who bring into
the school setting learning impairments that handicap their ability
to benefit from educational programs - programs designed to assist
in their eventually meeting the social and economic demands of an
inreasingly technologicfil community? In other words, what is needed
in multiple ways, to assist these children who bxd.ng into the educa-
tional environment, beginning or prevaling learning disabilities
that have an extremely adverse effect uoon their capacity to func-
tlon within the educational framework of the urban public achool?
In seeking answers to these questions, questions about the ed-
ucation of culturally impoverished youngsters, Hartford’s board of
education and city council sponsored a study by the Center for Field
Studios of the Harvard Graduate School of Education, under the dir-
ection of the late Dr, Vincent Conroy, In pxtecia, the reconimonda-
tion from Dr, Conroy's group was that some form of inter-school dis-
trict cooperation be initiated for Hartford's leas advantaged, l,e,,
some type of urban-suburban educational coaction should bo put into
operation,
^a Hartford's board indicated its willingness to participate
in a cooperative educational effort, and the Connecticut State De-
pjirtment of Education agreed to serve as an intermediary in explor-
ing available funds and determining the willingness of near-by com-
munities to join in such an adventure, the Harvard recommendation
took form and became reality under the title. Project Concern, It
is important to indicate at this point, that only through the in-
volved efforts of many metropolitan achool and laymen, did ihroject
Concern become an actuality, for Dr. Conroy's group had set in no-
tion a concept that was carried into being by significant human ef-
forts thiit ifore at times, very demanding and even |jainful. Certain-
ly, none of the initial group felt that by sending inner-city dia-
advantaaed youngsters to newer school buildings with groon grass
and more trees would accomplish a significant difference in their
educational achievement.
However, the original group did believe that inter-achool dis-
trict cooperation, urban-suburban bussing, would place deprived
children in environments that were more stimulating and more motiva-
ting, i.e,, in theory. Project Concern rests on these basic assump-
tions:
”1* Response patterns are most likely to
change where the environmental conditions
(physical, psychologic 1 and social) are
markedly different from those typically
encountered;
2, As old response patterns are discarded
the evolving new patterns will develop
in the direction of models presented pro-
vided that such models do not create dis-
abling anxiety or pose unattainable goals.”^
These assumptions were translated Into experimental procedures
on September 4, 1966, when two-hundred and sixty-six randomly select-
ed, mostly all non-white, disadvantaged inner-city elementary school
age youngsters, in grades Kindergarten through five, v?ero busoed to
five suburban communities for their formal educational experience
j
and, at the same time, throe-hundred and three randomly selected,
mostly all non-white, inner-city elementary school age children, in
grades Kindergarten through five, began their part of the experi-
ment as the, “controls"
,
i.e., remaining within the innor-city scho-
ols for their education.
Briefly, the three projects, as can be readily seen, demonst-
rated in multiple ways that integrated education can take place and
that the evidence indicates its practicality. Hartford’s approach
to urban-suburban bussing was more research than demonstration in
orientation. However, it is important to note that Hartford’s pro-
gram faced the difficulties of controlling many of those variables
so often oasly accomplished in the laboratory; controls which can
only be approximated in the real-world setting and even whore ap-
proximations are difficult to protect within the relm of humn cho-
ices and finances.
Thus, as Project Concern with ita underlying aa.numptlons be-
carae reality, and the expertraent.il design and procedures became
oparati nal, the foundations for this presentation were also sot,
i.e., this paper draws upon the derived intelligence test data
obtained from the project’s subjects. For, it is in analysing the
results of that information, both statistically and practically,
that the author seeks to examine the following major hypothesis:
That those inner-city dlsadvanta-^ed elementary
school ,a -e youngsters, bussed to suburban schc^-
ols for the initial fir-st year of the exneri^.ment,
will demonstrate, greater increases \n cognitive
development, i.e,. a hlprhor level of intelieptp^
;!^
fuhftUQPlng. as measured bv the Verbal sub^teats
of the _W»chsler Intelligence Scale for Children
(?1B-C) ^ than those disadvantatred elementary soltool
aj^e children of the control group who remained
lliillll . thQ-ir inne r~ c.lt Y, .neighborhood schoola -
\ further analysis of this major hypothesis will involve the
investigation of the effect of the sex variable on intellectual per-
formance, both within the city and suburbs, and any interaction ef-
fect that <a<ay exist between sex and treatment.
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CH/VP1SI n
DE'^^\RIV <ITI0M - ENRICHMENT ; RBMTSD LI?ER\TURE
Introduction
Basic. illy, this paper concerns itself vith the practical in-
terpretaticm and statistical treatment of a pool of intelli;^once
test data collected on a >^roup of inner-city, disadvantaf-od ele-
mentary school apje children involved in a socio-educational experi-
ment, The subjects, who wore randomly selected from an inner-city
elementary school popul.ation, were divided into two -roups, experi-
mental and control. The experimental j^roup was transoortod to sub-
urban autonomous school systems outside their urban center, where-
as, the control group remained within their inner-city neighborhood
schools.
Each subject within the experiment, was ad^ainistored an in-
dividual intelligence teat by independent, certified psychological
examiners, pro and post experiment. It is the examination and tr-
eatment, statistically, of the subject’s attained pre and post in-
telligence test scores, i.e,, the pool of data, that is one of the
major cone rns of this paper, for it is within the confines of these
test results that the major hypothesis of this presentation will be
examined.
Howevir, of equal importance, is the author's belief that in-
telligence, as '/e now understand it and measure it, is not static;
for, It appears to be an unassiable fact that nan, who is both the
13
tenant and the evaluator of intelligence, is a living-being involved
in and experiencing constant change during his lifatirne from concep-
tion to death. Thus, in keeping with this posture, the afore lention-
ed data will be analized in an effort to demonstrate that the measur-
ed intellectual functioning of deprived youngsters, which reflects
to a oonaidoruble degree their substandard urban ghetto environment,
i.e,, the adverse effects of ghettoism on the development of their
cognitive functioning, will significantly change in an upward .'planner
under somewhat identifable socio-educational enrichment.
Having taken this position, the author wishes to exaniine so le
of the related research on deprivation - enrichment, research on
both black and white disadvantaged children; research which sup-
ports modifications that have been observed and measured in rela-
tion to intellectual functioning, that is, in a sense, the nature
- nurture debate.
”The educability of intelligence involves one
immediately in conceptions of the nature of
man, an involvement which loads fascination
to the problem at the same time that it touches
off strong feelings and inevitable controversy.
It should not be surprising, therefore, that
even in the research literature cold data and
hot controversy have existed side by side.”l
These recent feelings, expressed by Drs, Blatt and Garfunkel
(1965), ably phrase the major dichotomy that has existed for a long
period of time In the nature - nurture controversy, that is, ’’cold
data and hot controversy hive existed side by aide”,^ Indeed, there
are members of the scientific community who sariously quo tion the
validity of published evidence used to justify or sup ort v/hat are
stated or considered to be, significant increases in intolloctual
functioning duo to various types of treatments and/or ex OJiures,
ITioy frequently feel that nuch a stated position actually reflects
inadequate ntatiatical treatsient (Loevinger, 19^5 ), of the collect-
ed data, or th^t the data was acquired from experiiaental dsoigus
(Auaubel, I568 ) , «rith too «aany varied and uncontrollable aourcea
of error which therefore gives any such posture about increases in
intellectual functioning, a highly questionable base of evidence*
On the other hand, there are other members of the oarao com
-.un-
ity who have reported the difference in measured intelligonoo be-
tween Identical twins (Newman, Freeman and Holalnger, 1937), raised
in various degrees of deprivation and enrichmentj those who have
examined, in terms of intellectual growth (Burks, 1928, Tjeshy, 1935^
disadvantaged children placed in more favorable foster homes} and
several researches (Klienberg, 1935, Lee, 1951, Sheppard, I963 ),
who have examined the measured changes in cognitive devolopaont of
southern Negro children after migration and exposure to a more en-
riched and demanding northern educational milieu. Those ms’sbors of
the scientific society, continue to report statistically signific-
ant increases in youngster’s intellectual functioning due to vari-
ous typos of educational treatments.
Thus, the nature - nurture debate continues with probably no
common scientific position in sight, but with apparently one good
outcome, i.e., the continued search for answers on intellee&ual mod-
ification which at this point in history, appears to be directly
and indirectly serving youngsters, especially disadvantaged chil-
dren, with ap' roaches like bussing projects, remedial programs and
more meaningful curricula. Basically, the remainder of this chapt-
er will cover a brief historical overview of the nature - nurture
positions throughout history, and will examine three periods start-
ing with Itax*d's efforts with the 'flild Boy of Aveyron and ending
with a more current attempt at increasing the measured intellectual
functioning of pre-school children.
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Nature - Nurture
^ii^^^orxcc^X 0Ve rv i ew
j
Apparently, the firet recorded position in the nature - nurture
controvoray. sees bach to an effort by Jean-I^rc Gaapurd Itard (Hua-
P rey e al, 1962), *ath an eleven year old boy literally taken cap-tive in the Averyon Forests who at the tiae of capture, was complet-
ely void of all human socialisation, 1^., functioned in a signifi-
cantly sub-normal manner both intellectually and socially. The
youngster, at the time, was medically diagnosed as an incurable id-lot and was found to be completely void of speech and responded with
anirnal"-like niannerisma.
Although the diagnosis was extremely negative, Itard requested
and obtained permission to work with the child on a part-time basis.
Apparently, he assumed that the boy would change and become more hu-
oan-like in behavior and interaction through an educational process.
Itard, a physician of his day, worked with the youngster part-time
for about four years. At the end of this period, the socialization
process from Itard's efforts began to show, i.e., the boy could form
simple sentences, recognize certain letters and arrange thorn in lim-
ited words.
Whether this child, Victor, as he became known, was manifesting
impairments due to inherent deficits (Silberstein and Irwin, I962),
or whether he was sub-normal due to non-involvement in and with man's
culture, appears not to be significantly important at thi.g point.
Vhat does seem to bo of lue (Sarason, 1959), is that there were
functional changes observed and recorded and this animal-like hu-
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man who became more socialized and therefore, manifested a greater
degree of social awareness and intelligence as we now understand it,
a functional (Ausubel, 1968), capacity multi-determined. Various
analyses of Itard's work with Victor (Kirk and Johnson, 1951, Kil-
stoe, 1956
,
Sarason, 1959), can be of considerable value in exam-
ining an earlier approach to the educability of intelligence.
Probably the next movement in the heredity - environment con-
troversy, was what might be regarded (Blatt and Qarfunkel, I965),
as the Era of Measurement. For, it was during this period that Bin-
et’s classic research (1905), on the evaluation of intelligence was
published and his instrument paved the way, not only to an era of
test development, but application.
Prior to Binet’s commission by the French government to study
mental sub-normality, which lead to his historic instrument, Qalton
in England (I869), began his early efforts (Jenkins and Paterson,
1961), on v/hat he regarded as hereditary genius. The labors of
Qalton and Binet, which assumed heredity as the major factor in in-
telligence, gave rise to Goddard’s (1912), published study in the
United States, of the hereditary nature of intellectual function-
ing, esjTecially impaired functioning, in which he demonstrated th-
rough the history of. The Kallikak Family
,
a position that mental
deficiency was genetic and therefore, irrevocable.
Although Goddardte position was questioned by studies on the
effects of enriched pre-school environments on (Skeels, Updegraff,
and Wellman, 1938), increased intellectual functioning of impaired
children, and research on the effects and upward changes in mental
development of children placed in culturally advantaged foster ho-
mes (Skeels, Harms, 1948), this period of our history was pOxSsibly
the strongest nativiat era.
However, inapit« of the effort® of Skeela and others, (1939
,
1948, 1949), to demonstrate the educability of intelUcence through
types of educational exposures and innovations, publications by
Qesell, I.ahey and Thorndike (Jenkins and Paterson, 1961), gave con-
tinued sup ort to the heredity camp and the position th^it intellec-
tual functioning was genetically determined, i.e,, static. It vtaa
not until after iVorld .Yar II that some limited re-exa:iimtion of
this position began, mainly because of a publication (Schmidt,
1946), on the effects of special educational programs on the intel-
lectual ability of sub-normal children.
Thus, having taken into account the txo major periods prior to
World War II, this next section will deal with the post war period
which, again, presents as many dichotomous positions as previously
reported. Yet, it is important to recognise that this period in
our history, when a newer and more involved scientific philosophy
came Into being, was an era concerned not only with the thin ;s of
science but particularly, with the needs of mankind which Had been
learned so embitterly during one of the world’s most devastating
encounters. Thus, it became a period when man was seeking answers
to his multiple problems and it once again seemed, as If anything
was possible in the scientific community and the public bocam© egar
to accept ’findings** that supported their necesmry hopes.
It was daring this period that a report (Schmidt, 1946), was
published indicating the positive effects, intellectually, of a
aoclal-oducational experiment with groups of children once eval\ut-
ed as Hwntally impaired. The youngsters, according to t)io report,
wore placed in a special education program for the purpose of de-
veloping their social and mental performance and reportedly de^aon-
strated, after treatment, significant gains not only In social ad-
justment, but measured intellectual functioning, i.e., I.Q..
The study was examined in light of the published information
and it was concluded (Kirk, 19^8, Hill, 1948, Stevens, 1948, Nolan
et al., 1949 ), that the results should be dismissed because of the
lack of available data, the poorly concieved design, and the un-
satisfactory statistical treatment of the results. Thus, the con-
tinious questioning of the study, which pointed to its inadequate
design and treatment of the data, so effectively refuted the resul;-
ts as published, that it actually increased the entrenchment of the
nativist philosophy among professionals, for there was a belief by
many in the scientific community, that an answer seeking public,
pills many professionals, had been misguided by an exaggerated poor-
ly designed project.
For many years after this negative experience, the heredity
camp (Kirk and ’Veiner, 1963)1 continued to reign. However, in the
fifties, the environmentalists position was again to be heard, but
this time, more effectively (Sarason and Oladwin, 1958), as scien-
tific attempts were made to describe and discuss (Blatt and Garfun-
kel, 1965)1 the numerous factors which had to be considered in re-
search relevant to the heredity - environmental positions.
This more open position, which presented an advanced and more
unique degree of scientific creditablity, did not resolve issues,
but strongly suggested that earlier procedures, as well as the ex-
amination of all former research, needed to be seriously reapprais-
ed and thus, re-evaluated.
Shortly after this posture was presented, the Manual Qn Ter-
minology and Classification In Mental Retardation (Heber, 1959)*
presented a newer deffinition of impaired intellectual functioning
which clearly left open the question of reversibility and referred
more to a functional definition of intelligence rather than regard-
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ing it as a fixed innate capacity. This supported, mn *fidened,
the developing nurture position «rhich again, found added support
irith the involvement of the Federal Government throu.rh forrner Pres-
ident Kennedy*® (1962) panel on Mental Retardation. The5x state-
ment:
. studies have demonstrated that large
numbers of children in urban and rural slumo,
including pre-school children, lack the stim-
ulus necessary for proper development in their
intelligence. Even when there is no organic
impairment, prolonged neglect and a lack of
stimulus and opportunity for learning can re-
'
suit in the failure of young minds to develop”51^
unquestionably indicated that intelligence is not a fixed genetic
condition but in their opinion, a many sided functioning ability
influenced by multiple factors. With their findings presented, a
kind of lineal descendant of Itard'a philosophy had cotae ab<mt in
the nature - nurture dispute.
Gumfnary :
In prbcia, this chapter has gone the circle route iuid it now
finds, as it did in Itard*s time, that many members of the scien-
tific community seem to be entering a period of newer and even more
scientific optimism concerning the flexibility of intelXeetuaX func-
tioning.
Tet, all would agree that optimism is not a substitute for nec-
essary research on the complicated interaction betsfoen heredity and
environment although it does serve as a stepping stone, l.o., a posi-
tion from which much needed investigation can be accomplished.
ItarU, as much as is known of his relationship with Victor,
opened the door to the environmentalists position by demonstrating,
although in a somewhat limited manner, that a sub-normal function-
ing human-being could be moved to a more satisfactory level of
social and intellectual performance through an educational process.
On the other hand, Binet, Galton and Goddard, felt and also attempt-
ed to demonstrate that man was bound, intellectually, by his genetic
composition and that changes, apparently in either direction, were
all but impossible.
In the post '^orld War II period, overstated claims on the ch-
anges of youngster’s intelligence actually entrenched the genetic
camp and it was not until trusted members of the scientific commun-
ity began to question and examine the socio-psychological concepts
of deprivation and enrichment, that the complicated interaction be-
tween heredity and environment came into a more realistic focus,
which, appears to be the dominant position today, i.e,, the examina-
tion and evaluation of the very complicated coaction between genetic
endowment and environmental conditions.
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THE PROCEDURES AND DBoICN
Introduction:
The final decision that Project Concern, from which this paper
draws its data, should be more than a demonstration urban - subur-
ban educational coaction, but that it should also be an experimental
study designed and implemented to furnish answers (f%han, 19o7), as
well as illustrate techniques, brought with it all the many and var-
ied problems that always confronts applied research in a real-world
setting. The control and regulation of multi-variables, so often
accomplished in a laboratory situation, can only be approximated in
the daily world and even these approximations are difficult to safe-
guard within the constraints of regard for human choices and finan-
ces.
With recognition and some reluctant acceptance of these issues,
it was determined that the basic question which required answering,
was
:
. can the typical youngster from the North
End schools (Hartford, Connecticut), benefit ed-
ucationally from attendance in a suburban school
ays tern?".
1
There appeared to be little concern in anyone's thinking that
seleci:ed, bright childi-en of the ghetto (note Rochester, No.' York),
who had continued to demonstrate academic ability could develop more
qulekly in an advantaged environment that provided challen£;OB and
encouragements. But, the difficult question that deeply concerned
all was: what of the inner-city, disadvantaged youngster who hue
ohown little if any educational growth or promise, could he function
- could ho develop in an enriched milieu or would it beco-so a dis-
abling experience not only academically, but socially and psycho-
logically as well?
Many of these haunting questions, which are a part of any pro-
ject dealing with human-beings in a real world setting, such as the
possible effects of the experiment on disadvantaged youn^tors of
social and Intellectual ability, would remain unanswez*ed un-
til the program was well underway. Yet, the feeling remained, that
as many safeguards as pos<?ible were necessary to maintain a research
design that would produce some answers in an acceptable framework.
Selection of Sub jects
;
Since the providing of an equal opportunity for ail of slort-
ford’s racially imbalanced schools, schools that served (llaadvsin-
taged youngsters from impoverished areas, to take part in the pro-
ject was basic to the experimental design, the population, from wh-
ich the sample was to be selected, was operationally defined as fol-
lows i
1. They must be entering grades K - 5 in
September, 1966;
2. They must be enrolled in a school in the
North End which is at least eighty-five
percent non-?riiite in population;
3. They must not have a recorded I.Q,. which
makes them eligible for special class
pX^cementf an boXow 80
i?ith th«Be three criteria identifying the available population,
a sample siae, directly determined by spaces made available by the
five cooperating suburban coraraunitiea, was to be randomly oolected.
Ideally, this random selection would have been on a child by child
basis, but practical considerations of the real-world aetlag, dic-
tated otherwise, and Intact classes were randomly selected from the
eight eligible Hartford North End elementary schools by use of a
table of random numbers.
important to note, that the actual selection of classes
of experimental subjects came by chance from five of the eligible
schools with two of the schools, generally considered to bo the most
disadvantaged, contributing forty percent of the exporlaontal group.
A control group, which was to resaain within their neighborhood
schools, was selected in a somewhat stratified fashion, that is,
randomness was now restricted to the extent that controls at a giv-
en grade level must be drawn from the same school or schools from
which the experimentals had come. H»e Intent, in this selection
procedure, was to combine certain aspects of a matched group with
some degree of randomness.
There remained a further problem in the selection procedure.
The controls could be selected in this predetermined fashion with-
out further consultation. However, the experimental subjects could
not suddenly be bussed to suburban out-of-city schools without par-
ental approval. Therefore, any large number of parental refusals
could introduce a contamination into the experiment and many had
warned that such refusals could be expected. The mmings proved
false, and of the three-hundred youngsters selected, twelve famil-
le« declined to take part with other children randonly omitted to
reduce the same sine to two-hundred and aixty-aix, the number of
epaces made available by the cooperating communities. Thus, the
ninty-oix percent parental acceptance seemed more than ouffioient.
The following table, Table I, indicates the relative I'^rfora-
aaee of the experimental and control groups on the Wechalor Intel-
Ugence Scale for Children (WISC), an individually administered in-
telligence teat, administered in the fall of 1966,
tabu; I
Comparative Performance of Sxperimental and Control
Subjects on Selected Pre-Test l4easures
Experimental Controls
?I3C, Verbal I.Q. 91.12 91.70
This data suggests that there was no bias in favor of the ex-
perimental group in the selection process. However, there is some
indication of the possibility of some systematic differenceo be-
tween the groups, though slight, which suggests the use of a co-
variate adjustor in the statistical analysis of the post-tost scores.
In other words, the analysis of the data, first by way of statisti-
cal manipulation, places each subject at the same starting line, i.
permits an assumption of original equivalence (Mahan, 196?),
across sexes and each cell.
Table XX, which follows, gives the breakdown by grade and aex
of the experimental subjects, while Table III, give the sane break-
down for the control subjects.
Frequency by Grade and Sex of Bxperiiaental Subject;®
1 2 1 1 Total
Vl&le 23 27 30 21 18 23 142
remale 21 1§ 124
rptal ^8 50 51 34 49 266
Frequency by Grade
TABLE III
and Sex of Control Subjects
1 2 1 4 2 To_tal
32 19 18 27 23 16 135
Female 22 IZ 11 22 21 21 168
Total 54 46 39 62 55 47 303
The major difference in these two tables is the disaiiailarity
in aex distribution, i*e*, the experimental ^jroup is conponod of
fifty—three percent males, while the control group is laade up of
forty—five percent males* This difference, along with corae re-
search (Auaubel, 1968), that suggests sex as a major variable,
indicates the need to study the effect of sex on the results, both
as an independent and as an interacting source of variance. The
effect of this variable will be reported in Chapter IV*
It is important to eraphasiae at this point, that the original
Ns of each group, experimental and control, changed during the first
year (1966 - 196?) of the project because of several reasons which,
in summary, bespeaks of the uncontrollable variables confronting an
experiment such as this in a real-world setting* Some of the more
specific reasons for the chunges included such factors &o, faaily
mobility I children with drawn from the pro^ct due to payohologi-
cal and educational needs that could not be mot within the public
school sotvini;; and, inconvenience to parents which only of^octed
a very few children in kindergarten and first grade.
The Ns at the close of the first year of experimentation (that
period which this presentation examines), are indie ited in the fol-
lowing tables. Table vr and ?, Also, for practical and atatiotical
purposes, the six grades were collasped into three groups, i,e,,
Grades K - 1, Group A; Grades 2-3, Group B; and Grades 4 - 5,
Group C, They are presented as such in the tables below.
T.'vBLii: IV
Frequency by Group and Sex of Experimental Subjects
Groun A
(Grades K-1)
Group B
(Grades 2-3)
Group C
(Grades ^-5)
• otals
Kv.le 1^.0 45 38 123
Foma 1 ft: 22 il m
Totals 78 75 79 232
TABLE V
Frequency by Group and Sex of Control Subjects
Group A Group B Group C
(Qraiies 7-5)
Totals
(Grades K-1) (Grades 2-3)
Hale 55 ^5 39 139
Fe?aale 22 22 §2 izi
Totals 1 110 101 IO2 313
The rationale tor the collaaptng of the aix ?:radeo Into three
groups, was at at tempt at some equalization of the internal !7o so
that the data could be treated without the loss of inforisteitian that
would otherwise be necessitated were equal Ns, In both cello, to be
obtained. Secondly, since this presentation concerns Itself with
the overall effects of bussing on the Intellectual functi^ming of
Inner-city deprived children, it was generally assumed that ^:^ade
collasping would not contaminate the statistical treatment of the
data used to examine the rsajor hypothesis.
Xiii Two Cel^ I’ro.i t oen t Deai/?n :
>.fhat really happens when mostly all non-whit;e youngsters, de-
eply involved, both psychologically and socially (Harrington, I963)
in the adverse effects of ghettoism, suddenly find themsel/es tran-
sported to mostly all white suburban schools in socially and econ-
omically advantaged communities. Does the exposure to ooiaahow dif-
ferent school buildings, possibly newer and surrounded with groftc
grass and more trees, create an education*Al atmosphere in \?!iich dis
advantaj^d children can experience a more favorable school eaeper-
leneo?
Certainly, none of the project designers felt that a bus ride
to a more appealing educational setting would make that much of a
significant difference in the academic performance of inner-city,
deprived children, Tet, feelings did exist that their involvement
in a soeio-oduoatlonal effort (Hiessman, 19^) 1 of this out-roaeh,
and physically being In a more advantagious educational environment
could lead to meaningful changes in academic performance.
Thus, in theory, the project was built uoon the following as-
sumptions
}
”1# Response patterns are most likely to
change vrhero the environmental condi-
tions (physical, poychological and
social), are markedly different from
those typically encountered!
2* and, as old response patterns are disoarded
the evolving new patterns will develop in
the direction of the models presented pro-
vided that such models do not create dis-
abling anxiety or pose unattainable goals'**
As these assumptions were transformed into actuality, the prob-
lem of defining the treatments, i.e., the suburban and the urban
school, became to a degree, assumptions in and of themselves* For,
the unique differences between those two educational systems are al-
most undefinable except in terms of non-white and white enrollment,
and in terms of physical environment and location which may be more
significant than is usually accepted.
In other words, how homogeneous a concept is the suburban scho-
ol whan the term is used, in a socio-educational experiment such as
Project Concern, to describe five different school systems, thirty
-three different schools and one-hundred and twenty-four different
classroom settings. In like manner, how homogeneous is the concept
of the inner-city school, particularly with the increases in expen-
ditures of state and federal funds for enrichment and compensatory
experiences for deprived children.
These, then, are part of the clarifications of treatments which
in a real sense, also point to the difficulties in identifying the
multiple variables in treatments taking place in a real-world sott-
ing* Thus, sOiM assumptions were made that diffaenoes exist between
urban and suburban schools (Mahan, 19i'^^i racial labalance.
•nvironraeat and loci*tion, even though theae variablea wore accepted
aa significant factors in defining the two treat.aent«»
Assign ?.ent ro Trea tment
:
After the random selection of all subjects, and the acquiring
of parental approval for the experimentala who could be busaod up to
twenty-five railos from their neighborhoods to participate la the
project, the oxperiaentala v?ere assigned to communities and schools
where seats in their corresponding grades were available. Thus,
plaeenent outside of their urban neighborhood schools actually took
place with no prior design or criteria other than available seats
at particular grade levels. In other words, all asstgnnK»nt3 of ex-
perlinentals reflected the dictates of spaces open to the nroject,
reflected the dictates of an experiment In the real-world setting.
The controls, on the other hand, presented no problem aj^ they
continued to attend their neighborhood schools within waliciag dis-
tance of their respective homes. It is Important to note hare, that
the City of Hartford does little if any bussing and children, on
the whole, attend schools within walking distance of tholr hoies.
Cliaa Size - i’.xporlmentala and Controls i
The average class size for both groups, experimontals and con-
trols, was no lower than twenty-three - twenty-four and, aovor ex-
ceeded twenty-six - twenty-seven in enrollment. These class size
limits had been established by all participating school systems, well
b»for« the projeet’a inception and reflected aasumptiona (Coniuit,
1959)* that the optimum claaa size, especially at the eleoiontary
lerel, ma at a *aximujn, twenty-five pupila.
At the end of June, I966, Project Concern had an average of
1.8 youngsters per class room in the suburban communities. In es-
sence, soma classes in the suburban schools had up to two experi-
mentala whereas a few claaarooma did not have any at all.
It is important to interject at this point, that all the prof-
essional staff, in both the urban amd suburban schools, had to meet
the Connecticut State Department of Education requirements for tea-
cher certification before employment and that many of the staff had
training at the graduate level.
Attendance of oxperiraentala and Controls i
In terms of attendance, the following table, TUble VI, indic-
atea the avera^je days absence of both the controls and expnririentala,
tabij: \a
iMoan Number of Days Absence
vxperimentala Controls
16,9 days 10,5 days
The trend in absenteeism, as can be seen, waa for experimentala
to be absent more than controls. Also, the trend, with experiment-
ale as well as controls, was for the younger children to miss aore
school than older youngsters. This la the expected tendeney, l.e.,
younger children tend to be absent saore often, especially In the
primary grades, than older elementary school age youngsters#
In examining the reasons for the higher absenteeism of the ex«
periaontal group, it can be demonstrated that for most of then if
not all, that this was their first experience in meeting school bus-
ses as the City of Hartford does not bus its pupils. Thus, this
new type of experience can be a contributing factor of soi^iO signifi-
oance.
Also, it seems that their attendance, when considaratlon is
given to the rather rigid schedules that had to be met, though not
significantly different than that of the control group, reflects
an involve ent in the project plus the favorable impact of a sub-
school experience. It is important to indicate here, that
many of the children in the experimental group and their fmailies
had to make not altogether impersonal adjustments so project bus-
ses could bo mot at definite locations and times. It would also
seem, considering attendance and family effort, that parental con-
cern and support speaks of an interest (Riessman, 1962), not un-
seen in previous projects with similar objectives.
Description Of The Subjects :
The section which follows, will take into account oosis of the
rcvelant information about those youngsters involved in the bussing
project, information other than academic. An attempt will be made
to briefly review social backgrounds; examine the general reaction
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of suburban parents to the project; toachor evaluation of the ex-
perinontal subjects; an evaluation of the impact of the project’s
children on tho academic achievement of the suburban young«tora;
and, an overview of the social interaction between the oxporisiontals
and the suburban children.
It ia an unassailable fact than an urban child, u>>on entering;
a suburban clasarooa expt.rience for the first time, brln^-o with his
many of the known and unknown deficits which are a reflection of
his prolong;ed (Deutsch, 1963), socio^educational deprivation, defic*>
its that will profoundly effect his acadeciio performance and social
interactions in a now and more demanding; milieu. Yet, at the same
time, children in suburban conjmunities usually manifest definite
middle-clasa attitudes concerning education and husun involveiaent
which, at times, can equally create demands. However, in their re-
lationships with each other, though occasionally strained as it is
with all humiin-beinga, multiple positive experiences took place that
only such a meaningful socio-educational hunsan interaction could
foster. Thus, it appears at this point in the project, that aoat
all of tho participating youngsters have benefited, both urban and
suburban, with possibly the most significant gains taking pl.aoe in
social awareness and development,
T^ie youngsters’ In Project Concern, who were randoa.y selected
from Hartford’s North End elementary schools, resulted, ethnically,
as follows. This representation directly correlates to the total
school population of Hartford’s North End,
Negro - 88%
Puerto Rican - 10%
.Vhite - 2%
All of these children came from ghettos that were (Riessman,
wX'ili vh^ifLy
ocoftouic^Ally <*i;U culturaily depi.'«3.'5#U &**o**a ot vh»
an taring tUo projact fro i Aaigu porh./od «c^ao i.j
wUara (iriiu •.•*ix*'j w ., jiUii rftiii aighcy-*rivo
^'a 130 -1& sititi tion^
,
non-white
to ninacy-fivo i^eroc^ti, or
in euroj.xt^en t • An tiio Xitor^—
turo ha® often eagjcosted (HaxTiiigton, 1962, Dentlor, 196?), they
were physical and psychological occupants of a oor«-cicy onviron
meat ox^xaricncing aasaive and often irreversible effecus jf depri-
vation and huaan deterioration.
Al;ua»t half of the youngster's in aProject Concora ca«8e fr^u
«oa» fora of a broken ho»ao situation with taiay of the advorwc of-
fects of faaiiy disintegration, which is but another njajor oharac-
toriatic (Gilbenaan, 1965 ), of inner-city core faTailiea. ?ho fol-
lowing breuicaovm is the faaily integration or dlslntegratiau aa r«'
ported by parents during intorviowa where effort® were made to ue-
torain"? the intactneas of Project Concern families.
Living with both mother and father: 56'^
aivtng with mother only: 36^,
'Hving with step parent: k%
Ijivlng with other than parent: 2%
Idving with father only: \%
It should be pointed out, that an intact home is defined as a
home in which a mother and father are reported as living together
and thus may include homes where there may have been an earlier fam-
ily breakup but where a new spouse has assumed the parental position
within the family structure, ^le phrase, "living with both mother
and father", should not be interpreted as meaning that the blologi-
oal father and mother are necessarily present*
The following figure®, percentages, are an indication of anoth-
er dominant characteristic of core-city families living in the north-
east, i#e*, their relatively recent arrival in northern lurhvja areas.
In order to assess this characteristic of project families, inter-
views were initiated with parents requesting that they indicate
their place of birth. The results were categorisied as follows!
These percentages correlate with the reported (Pettigrew,
1964), trend in non-white northern migration and indicate a some-
what recent trend to Hartford from southern areas, \nd, with this
migration, understandably, are the often overwhelming socitil and
personal readjustments that are encountered in a transitional ex-
perience from a rural southern environment to a vastly more comp-
licated northern, urban inner-city milieu. This process can not
help but have its impact upon the total city and especially the rai-
gatory child who enters northern schools of differing requirements
and expectations than those encountered in southern rural slums.
The educational assistance needed by these youngsters is so vast
that it requires programs and innovations that often demand time
and expenditures that place additional burdens on an already over
taxed educational program.
Another aspect of the inner-city family is the usually lar^tor
number of children. For the purpose of this presentation, fa ally
size, as reported by parents, is considered only in terms of the
number of siblings. The pattern was as follows!
Connecticut
North - other than Conn
South
Puerto Rico
18%
6%
65%
11%
No Siblings
1-3 Siblings
4-6 Siblings
7 or more siblings
0,5%
23 .0%
44,5%
32 ,0%
The sibling percentages are indicatiyc of the general oharact-
eristie of inn©r«city non-ehit© fainilies (Pettigrew, 1964), to have
a larger number of children than suburban whites which adds support
to the criteria that the project’s children, were in multiple ways,
rt^preaer.tative of youngsters from northeastern ghettos, deprived
and disadvantaged areas. This criteria of being disadvant&r,©fi, has
found additional support in the other data presented and wlil con-
tinue to do so as the economic conditions of parents is evaluated.
The obtaining of reliable socio-economic data is difficult at
best, and ^^ith this report it is no exception. The major basis for
the stated findings. Indicated below, are personal iutervie;,’'© with
parents and school records,
The parental source of income of the project’s children, has
been categorised as follows;
Both parents 23%
Father only 36%
Mother only 12%
Welfare 29%
\nong the fathers, five percent are reported as unemployed,
ninety-one percent are reported as unskilled or semi-skilled euploy-
eee, and four percent are reported as professionals. The employment
pattern for the mothers differs in that sixty percent indicate that
they are unemployed (usually housewife), while forty percent desc-
ribe themselves as unskilled or semi-skilled workers, liono of the
mothers indicated that they regarded themselves as professionals.
The figures suggest, again, that the sample is typical of low-
er soolo-econoaio status, and this inference is further sup orted
by the fact that only six percent of the families own property while
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nUetj-f-jiir percent live in :su‘3-3tani ard roatiia.
In au:.i-3.iry, tlieae data aua^est a total piotuzo of tioolu^oo-
noMo conditions arhich only partially refleot <Harrinj-6on*
a aocial-psychologioal atnoaphore boaot «»ith overcro^Jing, with
greatly lijnited access to occupational or financial opporfcunitisa
which, in and of themselves, often lead to faraily mobility and dis-
ruption* Thus, we see the total effect, in laulttple ways, of dop-
rlvation and crushed expectations, in like manner, this criteria
supports the oyidence that Project Concern children oa^ao froia inner
-city deprived neighborhoods reflecting the soeio-econOtiic condi-
tions of ghettoiam.
Subui"b\n Req-jtinn ?o rvoject Concern ;
Toward the end of the first year of operation, an aiiony,mc»U3
queattonaire was sent to two randomly selected samples of parents
In three randomly selected towns of the five participating communit-
ies# 1316 two samples in each town wereas follows:
1. Parents whose younf^sters were in class
with Project Concern children.
2. Parents whose youngsters were not in
class with Project Concern youngsters.
The questionnaire (ftahan, 1967), was developed for a aujsber of
reasons. First, it seemed important to determine whether or not
there was a relationship between suburban parental reaction mnd aca-
demic performance of project children, and secondly, to exaiinod
so lo of the atr*ong negative feelings that had been expros ^od by
some when the project was originally proposed and the aaeum >tlon on
the part of many that buaalng urban younRaUrn to aubupban oohoola
was wlewed nesatlwely by the majority of suburban parents. The ans'
wsr to the first of these issues must wait until the coapletton of
the project in order to determine what chanses, if any, took place
in the academic attainment of the urban younsaters. The second is-
sue, and the parental reaction it received, can be reviewed in the
following chart*
Utll-ChUdren in Clasg
with Project Toungstera
Vith Children in Ci^iaa
without Project 70^121
-Siter«
Apr^rove ? Disapprove Approve z L^iauprovq
Town 51^ 29% 20% 4% 27% 24%
Town B 58% 30% 12% 47% 24% 29%
Town C 27% 27% 46% 44% 17%
Forty-three percent of the queationnalreo were rctui'nQd and
although there are so^se significant differences acroa^s the three
towns pltia intra-comamnity differences from school to school, it is
clear th<iit the majority of the respondents expressed themselves as
in favor of the overall progracuo The results also sug;:e8t, that in
sohoolo where project children are assigned and where diroet involve-
ment between urban and suburban youngsters takes place, thcit taoet
suburban parents appear to find no reason to reject the educational
ooactlon*
CJilUr en :
A question which required so^ae serious evaluation centered a-
round the problem of placing an educationally deprived youn^ter
with a suburban teaeber
.boss experienca aaphasiaed ths adue .tion
of the abowe averaw child. The project- a children, on the average,
were typically in the bottom fifth of nation!,! norma on standardia-'
ed measures of mental ability and aoholaatic achievement. On the
other hand, the children in the cooperating suburban comsunities
wore In the top fifth of similar measures, with this range of
ability within a given classroom, plus the addition of social fac-
tors, how could the average teacher respond and In essence, what
would b© the responaea?
The baaia for determining teacher reactions
.vore aneodotal re-
ports aubraltfccd by each cLaaarooa teacher which were then coded by
indapwndent ©xuiainora and rated. The results of the reports and
ratings arm as follows:
Attitude toward teacher:
Attitude toward suburban c
Overall school adjustment;
l4;in>*uago arts progress:
Mathenatlca progress:
Reading progress:
Social progress:
Superior Fair oor
65% 26% 9%
n: 23% 12^
68% 24Si 8%
31% 2^% 23%
49% 18%
25%
54% 27% 19%
The indications are that suburban teachers generally rate the
urban youn.^ter*a performance as above average which lendn consider-
able support to the basic assumptions upon which Project Concern
was built, i«e«, the impact of environment upon behavior and be-
havior modification.
Of equal interest and importance, is the evidence that teachers
as a whole, accept the project and inner-city youth aa being more
than able to aeet the demands of an enriched educational experience.
An
.Y^^Iuati^n -
.Igaial ghiidren aa
iaa 2^ auburbag OhUdreg i
An often expressed apprehension of a number of those opposed
to the bussing project, centered around the assumption tiv.t placing
even a very limited number of urban disadvantaged youagotorc, who
were educationally deprived, in a suburban classroom, would result
in a depression of the academic achievement level of those children
usually assigned to that class. They believed that the urban young-
ster’s educational deficits would place too heavy a teaching burden
on the faculty, and as a result their overall effectiveness with
other children would be significantly reduced.
On the other hand, supporters of the bussing concept eoitntered
with an asauiaption that youngster's with learning lapairmento, re-
gardless of their etiology, actually stimulate acadetaic achievement
by presenting a challen'^e to the teacher who seeks out effective in-
novations In order to assist the impaired child and by doing so,
tends to benefit all class members.
In an attempt to evaluate these positions, two saapleo of
youngsters in a suburban town were selected within the following
criteria:
1. A Sample of suburban youngsters who were
in class with Project Concern children.
2« A sample of suburban youn casters in a
similar Oracle who were not in a class
with ^oject Concern children*
Each child in the two samples was used as his own control in
that hia achievement >?rowth, as measured by the Composite Score on
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, for the year 1965 - 1966, was com-
pared with hia growth for the year 1966 - 196?. In the I965 • i960
school year, no Project Concern children were in their school sys-
tems. Tlie two samples were drawn frora six schools and the srowth
rates for the two samples compared*
/ith :rojoct Children vith Ho roject Children
Growth greater
in 1966-67 28% 24%
Growth the same
in 1966-67 51% 50%
Growth less in
1966-67 41% 46%
The fig-urea do indicate that the trend, though not stiitistic-
ally significant, is for the suburban children, who were in classes
with Project Concern youngsters, to do better than those auloirban
children who did not have project youngsters in their ciasaos. This
trend was found across five of the six schools in the project and it
would appear, safe to assume, that there is no evidence to support
the apprehension that suburban youngsters will demonstrate depres-
sed achlevdn»nt t'corea because of the presence of inner-city, de-
prived youth in their classes* In fact, the present evidence is in
support of the opposite direction*
Urban - Subi-.rbaR Children -
^ ^txamlna ticin of
3 PC la1 In t«rac tion t
How wlXl inner-city childi*en, raost of thoa non-white, be aoc-
lally incorporated (Mahan, 1967), into the fraaework of a suburban
achooX? Thin question, which raised another l-aportant issue, and
one that could be approached from several directions, needed unaw-
era from multiple sources. Teachers, within the suburhm ochoola,
had continued to indicate the more than favors.ble social adjust-
ments that project children wore making. Also, the number of pro-
ject youn^ters involved in some type of extm activity was at the
seventy percent level by head count. The evidence from these two
sources was, in many ways, more than enough to suggest the positive
interactions that were taking place. Tat, it was felt that a eocio-
metrlc study w:4S necessary as an additional measure of acceptunoe
or rejection of the urban child.
As a result of the feelings that an additional measure was nec—
esiiary, a sociometric study based on three items was adwij
n
jrt tered
in all suburban classrooms with project children. Each child was
asked to indicate his three choices for each of the followin ; items
i
1« Name three kids you would like to eat
lunch with?
2. Name three kids you would like to work
with on a school project?
3« Name three kids you would like to go to
the movies with?
Reaulta of Sociomotric Stuc^y
(Project Concern Children)
Project Children Receiv-
ins 2ns. on Hare Hutua],
g_holcoa
:
Project
ilith Plireo IJtttual
Choices
s
Item li 67% 12%
Item 2 : 58% 6%
Ite ^ 1 * 60% 7%
In overview^ project children were selected in n proportion
that maa consistent with their proportionate
-ueiaberahip in the clas-
sroom* In addition, between flfty-ei^ht and sixty-seven percent
of the urban children were involved in at least one mutual choice,
that is, where the urban child chose a auburb.in youngster who also
selected him. Project children tended to chooe all suburban youth
in their responses, partially, at least, as a function of the lim-
ited number of inner-city choices available to them, i.e., there
were never more than two project children in any one classroom*
'Phe data from the sociometric evaluation, from teacher reports
and records of after school activity by head count, ail indicate
one very crucial factor, that is, urban and suburban children were
involved in a aocio-educational experiment where mutual acceptance
was not a problem and where positive social interactions between
white and non-white, deprived and not-so-deprived, was at an extrem-
ely high level in both directions*
In oummary •
Section Chap te r III t
In this section of Chapter III has exaalned thos pro-
cedures used by the project from the selection of subjects to the
examination and evaluation of those non—academic variables which
h.ive, in ways known and not-so-know, contributed to the apparent
accompliahraenta of Project Concorn. What may be lackinj? in this
sub-Bootion» is a part devoted to the personal efforts of a few .
dedicated aehooliBcn who dally solved problems no one ever dreamed
would exists nor, would ever believe that answers could be found,
Posolbly the most alRnifleant factor at this point in the ex-
periment has been the general acceptance of the program and its
basic socio-educational purpose by parents, educators, and especial-
ly, the youngsters themselves. Also, the fact that great care has
been taken to keep the research design as uncontaminated as possi-
ble, even in a very demanding real-world situation, deserves niore
than just a few words in a sentence. Although there have been pro-
blems with busses, time schedules and youngster's needs, one out-
standing component shows itself time and again in varied and multiple
ways, and that is, the social awareness and Intergratlon, biised on
mutual acceptance, that has taken place both for the urban ;xnd sub-
urban child in a quiet positive manner which is a meaningful hu'^n
experience that can be learnt in school.
In the next section of this chapter the design of the study
will be offered and, for the sake of brevity and clarity, it x?ill
Suausary -
Section it Chapter III ;
In review, thi« section of Chapter III has exaatued those pro
ceclures used by the project from the selection of subjects to the
exsnlnation and evaluation of those non-acadeoie variables ehieh
h^ve, in ways known and not-so-known, contributed to the appai^nt
acconplishwents of Project Concern, sVhat taay be lackins: in this
sub-section, is a part devoted to the personal efforts of a fow
dedieated school son who daily had to solve pr:>ble.‘ns no one over
droaned would exist nor, would ever believe that answers could be
found*
Possibly the aost si^^nifleant factor at this point In the ex-
periioent has been the jjeneral acceptance of the profjram and its
basic socio-sducational purpose by parents, educators and especial-
ly, the youngsters themselves* Also, the fact that great core has
been taken to keep the research design as uncontamlnated as possi-
ble, even In a very demanding real-world situation, dsservos iOre
than a few words in a sentence* Although there have been probleias
with busses, time schedules and youngster’s needs, one outstanding
evont shows itself tiae and again in varied and multiple ways, and
that is, the social awareness and intergration, based on mutual ae-
oeptanco, that has taken place both for the urban and suburban child
in a quiet positive manner which is a very meaningful hvun'in experi-
ence that can be leimt in school*
In the next ooctlon of this chapter, the design of the study
will be presented and for the sake of brevity and clarity, it will
bo basically set up in the form of a flow-chart.
Chapter III -
Section 2:
The flow-chart which follows is a method of presenting, in
outline fora, an overall view of procedures used in iapleaonting
the Project Concern experiment, the collection of necessary teat
data and the statistical treatments used for the purpose of examin-
ing a raa.jor hypothesis. The chart will clarify, briefly, the pop-
ulation from which the subjects were selected, the selection pro-
cedures, the dates and type of data collected plus treatment meth-
ods. In surraary, the results of these techniques will be uaod to
examine this dissertation’s major real hypothesis.
FU).» - ChART
Procedure and treatments used in
an urban-suburban school bussing
experiment
Popul.ation
Inner-city, disadvantaged elemen-
tary school age children in grades
K - 5« enrolled in schools at least
90 - 95^ non-white in membership.
North End, Hartford, Connecticut.
48
Control Group
K » 303
Control Qroqp
91.70
jgnple Selection
Intact classes randomly selected,
{grades K - 5* for a control group
and experimental group, Exporl-
mentals to be bussed to suburban
schools, control group to remain
within neighborhood schools.
Experimoatul
N s 260
lis dictated by the number of class-
room seats made available by five
cooperating suburban communities.
l^e-?eat of
Instrument; i^echsler Intelligence
Scale for Children (WlSC), Verbal
I.Q. only which is composed of
sub-test scores.
Administered: Independent psycho-
logical examiners, fall of 1966,
lYe-Test Results
(?feans)
Experimontal Group
91-12
Mean I.CJ, data suggests no bias
in favor of the experi.mentals.
y>rst lear iixperimontal Lroeedurea
1966 - 1967
49
Con tfro-1
Male
Pv YIGC
Vorbal I.Q,
^ aub^test
aooros
Post V7ISC
Verbal
2 «ttb-t©at
scorea
Post Teatinp;
Instrument; Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children (-^ISC), Verbal
I.Q. only which is composed of 5
sub-test scores.
Administered; Independent psycho-
logical examiners, summer of I967 *
Treatment Of The Data
Basically, «i2X2X2X6 Factor-
ial Design, i.e.,~Boy - Girij Bus-
sed - Non-Bussed; Three grade groups,
(K-1), (2-5) t (4-5); Six teat scores.
Verbal I.Q, and Five sub-test results.
Pool Of Data
Female
Pre V¥ISC
Verbal I.Q.
^
sub-teat
scores
— or
Post ‘^ISC
Verbal I.Q.
^
sub-test /
scores
Experiiaenlola
Male Female
Pre Wise
Verbal I. *
^
sub-teat
scores
Pre ’ft'iac
Verbal I.
« sub
-test sc-
ores*
Post ¥I3C
Verbal I,*^,
^
sub-test
scores
Pont ^I3C
Verbal I,
Q. 5 sub
-teit sc-
ores
50
Statistical Treatment - Ste?) I
Controls gxperimentals
Male
Pre Wise
Verbal I,Q,
^ sub-test
scores
Female
Pre Wise
Verbal I.Q.
5 sub-test
scores
Male
Pre Wise
Verbal I*Q.
2 sub-test
scores
Fenale
I’re Vine
Verbal I,Q.
^
sub-test
scores
The data indicates the possibil-
ity of some systematic differences
between the groups which sug;?;ests
the use of a covariate adjustor
which by way of statistical manipula-
tion places each subject in each group,
at the same starting line.
Statistical Treatment - Step II
Controls
^le
Post Wise
Verbal I.Q.
^
sub-test
scores
Female
Post Wise
Verbal I.Q.
5 sub-test
scores
Kxperimentala
Male
Post Vise
Verbal I.Q.
5 sub-test
scores
Female
Post Wise
Verbal 1. .
2 sub-test
scores
Statistical Procedures
1, Analysis of variance to determine differences
by treatment group in each of the five sub-
tests and the Verbal I.Q..
2. Analysis of variance to determine differences
by sex on the same dimensions as above.
5» Analysis of covariancs to dstersiine dif-
ferences attributable to interaction be-
t'^een treatment and sex on the same di-
mensions as above*
A. Acceptance at the level of signifi-
cance*
It is Inportant to note at this point that the ori.^tnal I4«, as
reported on pa es 28 and 48, have chan/^ed in each group booauiiie of
•hat might be considered, "natural causes, t.e*, farailiss who have
moved out or into the ghetto area; children vith drawn duo to psy-
chological and educational problems that could not be mot within
the fratne-jrork of a public school setting; and, inconvenience to par-
ente which effected only several youngsters in kindergarten sind
first grade* rhua, the new Ns, which actually reflect the problems
faced by upolied research in the real-world setting, are as follows*
Qo.h ^rols I Ixp'i?risentale
N * 513 N * 232
Da ta Collee tion and \nalyais ;
The instrument used in appraising the intellectual func::loning
of all aubjecks was the v?echsler Intolligonce Scale for Children
(iVISC), and vaa administered, individually, by Independent i’oycho-
lo^ical Exa^niners under the supervision of Dr. John Cawley of the
Unlverity of Connecticut* Each administration, pro and post, took
place in the individual school to which the project child was as-
signed. Dnl,v the Verbil Sec ion of the WJSC was used bacauoo of
its higher positive correlation (R. Conklin and V. Dockv^ell, 196?)
,
with school achivofaent, i.e., acadoiaic success*
rhoro are those innate limitations to any human evaluation
process which stems (Mahan, 196?), from less than perfect evalua-
tive inotruaenta. The need to recognise these as well as taeasure-
ment errors and problems of instrument reliability and validity are
acute to ariy research project. Yet, beyond those, and of equal im-
port, are those limitations which can only be ramigned to iinxm er-
ror and thus, the human condition. Since the ilSC is an indivi-
dually administered intelligence test, certainly exam3.ner bias ei-
ther conscious or unconscious, poor training or lack of experience
with deprived children plus adverse personality factors, could en-
ter those limitations under the hu-nan condition. However, it must
be assumed that the professional judgements, training and super-
vision of certified examiners brought a significant degree of human
reliability to the individual testing situation.
The basic technique for the analysis of the data has been a
multi-variate analysis program which determines the extend to wh-
ich measured changes show a systematic relation to treatment pro-
cedure, the two cells, to sex, or to an interaction between treat-
ment procedure and sex at each grade level, Tli© j^I3C pre-test
scores are used as the covariate adjustors so as to permit the as-
sumption of original equivalence across sexes and cells, i,e«, data
analysis flz*st by way of statistical manipulation places all sub-
jects at the same starting line, and then proceeds to anawor the
following questions for each group:
1, Did being assigned to a soecific treatment
make a statistically significant difference
in post-test scores of intellectual ability,
i.e,, on each of the
^ sub-tests and Verbal I.Q.j
2* Did being either male or female make a stat-
istically significant difference in post-test
scores of ability on each of the 5 sub-tests
and Verbal
3* Did being assigned to a specific treatment, coll,
combined with being either male or female, make
a statistically significant difference on each
of the 2 sub-tests or Verbal I.Q,.
In Summary -
Section 2, Chapter III t
^his section of Chapter III has presented the procedures used
in implementing Project Concern and reviewed those statistical tech-
niques that will be used in the evaluation of the attained data in
order to examine the major hypothesis.
The chapter will continue in a sense with Chapter IV for here
the results of the statistical treatments of the intelligence test
data, pre and post testing, one experimental year, will bo reported.
In preview, a greater growth in cognitive functioning is observed
with the experimental group. Yet, it is necessary to consider this
change in like manner, for the data is confined to the first year
of the experiment and is itself, a ’’preview'*! and changes at this
point :aay have taken place duo to many variables including the ’’Haw-
thorne effect" (iJoe thlings berger and Dickson, 1939), to differences
in test administration and interpretation. Nevertheless, the trend
is in the direction of the bussed youth which supports the major
hypothesis that bussed youth do better than non-bussed on measures
of intellectual functioning and with the major influencing factor
being the suburban educational intervention.
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CHAPTtlK IV
PRiiiSLNTATIQW OF DATA AKAl^YSiS
CHAPrcR IV
yHfa Pkh.SJa;>jT.. ilJN gy iiAlA AhAi^IalS
Introduction -
Ikiat - Procedares X2L Sx.-4mination i
Th« major real hypothesis of this presentation statesj
That those inner-city dleadYantaged elemontarv
school afte youn/^otere. bussed to suburb,an acho-
olo for the initial first year of t^e experitaent^
frill damons irate p^roater increases in cognitive
deyelop.ment. i.e.. a Al^her level of Intellectual
functioning, as moasuro_l_h.v the Verbal sub-to st^a
of the ^?echsler Intelli>:ence Scale for Chlldx»Qn
Cy{PC),«. than those dlaadvanta ;i:ed ele^^entary scho*
children of the control group who remained
within their inner-citv neighborhood achoolq .
A further analysis of thin major hypothesis will involve
The investigation of the effect of the sex vari-
able on intellectual performance, both within th^
city and aubupho. and Any lutor ac tion .effect fchAt
nay exist between aex and treat lent .
In order to examine the major premise of this paper, derived
inteliigeuce test results on all project subjects both controls and
oxperimentals, based on the ^I3C Verbal I.q, including, fi/e sub-
“teats, v/cre statistically treated in order to present the follow-
ing data analysis.
Since the subjects covered a span of sxx elementary grades,
kindergarten through and including grade five, they were coliasped
into three groups in an attempt at equalization of the internal Ns
so that the data could be treated without the loss of information
that would otherwise be necessitated were equal Ns, in both cells,
to be obtained. The groupings are as follows:
Qronp
^
- Grades K - 1
Group B - Grades 2-3
Group C - Grades 4-5
Each group will be individually presented with the analysis
of their obtained HISC intelli-^ence test scores, Verbal I.Q,* and
five sub-teats, in an investigation of the three questions which
appear below and, the examination of the major hypothesis, the test
of which, will be the acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis
with the probability level of ,05 as the criterion for the rejec-
tion of the null hypothesis and acceptance of the stated hypothesis.
1. Did being assigned to a specific treatment
make a statistically significant difference
in post-test scores of intellectual ability
on each of the
^
sub-tests and Verbal
2, Did being either male or female make a
statistically significant difference in
post-test scores of ability on each of
the
^
sub-teats and Verbal I,Q.|
5 . Did being assigned to a specific treat-
ment, cell, combined with being either
male or female, make a statistically sig-
nificant difference on each of the 5 sub
-teats or Verbal
Da ta Analysis - Group .\!
Ti\QU. VII - GlijUP A
,
Analysis of Variance 7ith
.
)ne Covarlate
lub-Teot Treatment
3ur-l :\t
Squares
’'lean of
Inforra;.vti.m Treatment 1 3.831 5.831 w/s
Treatment x Sex 2 4,071 2.035 N/3
Sex 1 2.150 2.150 N/3
Anova Error 184 387.902 2. 119
Adjusted Error 183 276.351 1.507
Co ipreher;3lon Treatment 1 6.521 6.321 N/S
Treatment x Sex 2 21.666 10.835 N/3
Sex 1 7,604 7.604 N/S
Anova Error 184 1U3.20 6.051
Adjusted Error 183 1006.521 5.501
Arithiiio tic Treatment 1 10.145 10.145 6.966**
Treatment x Sex 2 2.149 1.075 N/r,
Sex 1 1.080 1.080 li/s
Anova Error 184 314.642 1.710
Adjusted Error 183 304.183 1.456
yiX *• Qro IP Continued
!
2E
SUil} of
Squares
Moan of
Siratlartiea Treatment 1 1.041 i.cy+i
Treatment x Sex 2 5.091 a. 5^5
Sox 1 0.056 0.056
Anovji Error 184 756,705 '*.115
Adjusted Error 183 624,140 3.410
VocabularjjT Treatment 1 31.500 31.500
Treatment x Sex 2 117.846 58.923
Sex 1 3.287 3.287
Anova Error 184 2915.880 15.936
Adjusted Error 183 2672.715 14.605
Verbal I.,, Treatment 1 952.598 952,558
Treatment x Sex 2 840,089 420,045
Sex 1 51.594 51,594
Anova Error 184 45017.44 244,644
Adjusted Error 183 3912i04 213.879
* *05 level of alf^nifIcance
*• #01 level at significance
Co a.-ients •
Data Analy.rls - Oroup A
;
!• Arithmetic : being bussed to a suburban
educational orogram resulted in a systo-
N/a
K/S
N/r>
H/3
4 ,208 *
N/S
4.46*
li/a
N/3
aatically superior performance In that
area (Arithmetic), when the original
level of performance is held constant.
2, Verbal being bus^sed to a suburban
school program resulted in a systematic-
ally superior performance in that area
when the original level of performance
is held constant,
Vocabul;> ry ; vocabul;iry acorea are re-
lated to an interaction between sex
(male), and treatment, i.e,, boys bus-
sed out of the inner-city schools did
better than anyone else.
3 uta -.ary - Group A:
In one of the five sub-tests. Arithmetic, the experimentals
both male and female, manifest a significant increase in ability
at the .01 level. In another sub-test, Vocabulary, males bussed
to suburban schools demonstrated an upward trend at the .05 level
of probability*
In general overall perfonaance, i.e,, Verbal I.iJ., the experi-
mentals, both male and female, demonstrated increases at the #05
level of significance. Thus, in Group A (Grades K - 1), the impact
of the bussing experiment, after one year of operation, rHasulted in
Increases in two out of five sub-test scores and, an upward ch«inge
in the measured cognitive functioning which in part, supf<orta the
major hypothesis as changes in intelligence are in the prodioted
direction# that is, bussed youngsters did better than nou-busoed.
3;P>ta ~ G ro:.’ ;
.
T/131.C. VIII - ai^OUP B
?-mltlvariate, Ajnal.rain of Variance >/ith 'jqe 2.
Bttb-Test Treatment S£
Sum of
Squares
of
Siuar*ea F-j'atio
Information Treatment 1 2,602 2.602 N/S
Treatment x Sex 2 7,008 3.504
Sex 1 ^.231 4.231 Ii/S
Anova Error 172 ^51-5^4 2.602
Adjusted Error 171 488,942 2.633
Coraorehenaion Treatment 1 4,364 4,.364 N/3
Treatment k Sex 2 15.542 7.821 M/3
Sex 1 13.315 15.315 M/3
Anova Error 172 925.532 5.381
Adjusted Error 171 911.095 5.445
Arithmetic Troatoiont 1 2.875 2.875 N/3
Treatment x Sex 2 9.648 4.324 N/3
Sex 1 6.84? 5.274 N/3
Anova Error 172 356,556 2.073
Adjusts I „rror 1' 1 357.632 2,092
Similartioe Treatraont 1 46.574 46.574 10.562**
Treatment x Sex 2 20.218 10.109 N/S
Sex 1 13.288 15.288 N/3
Anova Error 172 75^^392 4.386
Adjusted Error 171 753.959 4.409
7abl« VIII - Qrou-p Conti-:uod i
Sub-Test Treatment
^ Sit
Stpjiares
Mean Of
S quares F-Ratio
Vocabulary Treatment 1 149* 97t? 149,975 w/s
Treatment x Sex
••
2 299.127 149.563 H/S
Sex 1 181.960 181.960 4.770*
Anova Error 172 6434, 57.702
Adjusted Error 171 6523,508 38,148
Verbal I.Q, Treatment 1 1322,064 1322.064 7.050**
Treatment x Sex 2 990.343 495,171 n/3
Sex 1 110.441 110,441 K/S
Anova Error 172 3193,352 185,666
Adjusted Error 171 3196.592 187.528
*•05 level
**•01 level
of significance
of significance
Commants -
Data Aual.v-'Ji.1^ - Group B;
Similarties ; being bussed to a suburban
educational system resulted in a syate*-
taatically superior performance in that
area (Similarties)
,
when the original
level of performance is held constant*
2, Verbal J being bussed into a subur-
ban educational program resulted in a sys-
tematically superior performance in that
area (Vorbal when the original lavei
of performance is held constant*
3 • Vocabulary ; vocabulary acoros are re-
lated to an Interaction betvfet^n nex and
treatment, i.e., there waa a ai|?nificant
trend for boyo, experimentals and control®,
to gain.
Su irrtary - Group B:
In on® of the five sub-testa, Similartiaa, the «xperln»ntal8,
both raale and female, demonstrated a alRniftcant increase in per-
formance at the ,01 level of probability. In another sub-test,
Vocabulary, Group B males, both experimental and controls^ mni-
fosted an increase at the ,05 level of statistical significance.
In total performance. Verbal I.Q,, the experimentuls, both
male and female, demonstrated a significant growth at the .01
level. In Group B (grades 2-3)* the apparent impact of the bus-
sing experiment, after one year of operation, has resulted in an
increased lev »1 of meaaux^d intellectual functioning that attained
statistical significance. Thus, this increase in cognitive develop-
ment of the bussed youth continues to support this presentation’s
major hypothesis that inner-city deprived children bussed to sub-
urboit eoniiunities for their educational experiences, do better on
measures of intellectual moasureraent than youngsters re^'mining In
their ghetto neighborhood schools.
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Data \nalyal8 Group Ci
TaBL£ IX - URjUP C
-,(f la^ly3ii‘} o£ v.arlance -jlth One CovarVihn
Sum of Mean of3ub*To3t Treatment M. Snuar^Q 3''uar^ F«^.atio
InforRiati >n Treatment 1 3.578 3.378 N/S
Treatment x Sex 2 7.348 3.674 K/S
Sex 1 3.378 3.378 N/S
Anova Error 177 527.106 2.978
Adjusted Error 176 519.024 2.949
CojTjproheniion Treatment 1 12,055 12.055 N/S
Treatment x Sex 2 2.937 1.968 K/S
Sox 1 0,191 0.191 N/S
Anova Error 177 964,650 5.450
Adjusted Error 176 936,496 5.321
Arithmetic Tra-itment 1 4,055 4.055 N/3
Treatment x Sex 2 2.558 1.269 K/3
Sex 1 1.134 1.134 »/S
Anova Error 177 525.025 1.S25
Adjusted Error 176 506.768 1.743
Artios Treatment 1 6.874 6.874 w/s
Treatment x Sex 2 11.571 5.786 N/3
Sex 1 0,5862 0,5862 H/S
Anova Error 177 1013.502 5.7260
Adjusted Error 176 1005.664 5.7144
I
h.
IX - Grou) c, Continued :
-Sub-Test Treatment DF
Sum of Mean of
Sauaros S ouare
s
F-Ratio
Voc-abulary Treatment 1 138.660 138.660 4,2111
Treatment x Sex 2 57.1586 28.579 N/S
Sex 1 0.6628 0.6628 N/S
Anova Error 177 667.3451 38.703
Adjusted Error 176 5795.504 32.929
Verbal I.Q. Treatment 1 201.027 201.027 N/S
Treatment x Sex 2 653.052 326.526 4.5181
Sex 1 169.890 169.890 N/S
Anova Error 177 15029.424 84.912
Adjusted Error 176 12727.968 72.318
.01 level of significance
^ *05 level of oignificance
Comments -
Data Analysis - Grourj C
:
1 * Vocabulary : being bussed to a suburban
school system resulted in a systematic-
ally superior performance in that area
(Vocabulary), when the original level of
performance is held constant.
2 , Verbal verbal I.Q, scores are re-
lated to an interact! n between sex and
treatment, i.e,, there was a significant
trend for girls, oxperimontals, to gain.
Sttnunary
- Group Ci
In one of the five sub-teats. Vocabulary, the experimentals,
both laale and female, demonstrated a significant increase in per-
formance at the .05 level reflecting, as in the other two groups,
that those singly significant sub-test measures of cognitive func-
tioning where increase in performance has been demonstrated, tend
to be positively and significantly effected by suburban plaoe«nent.
In the overall measure of performance. Verbal the re-
sults in Group C are related to an interaction between sex (female)
and treatment. In other words, there was a trend at the
.05 level
for girls to do better in the bussed group which again, adds sup-
port to the previous criteria that bussed youngsters. In general,
do better on measures of intellectual functioning than non-bussed.
Of some concern is that recent literature (Bloom, 1964), on
achievement and intellectual patterns suggest that these functions
are relatively static by the end of grade four and in a very real
sense, irreversible. Yet, the aforementioned data on Group C,
(grades 4-5) tends not to support this position reported by Bloom
nor, in like manner, does it support the "ounmlative deficit”
phsnonenon identified by Deutch. This conflicting evidence sug^^sts
the need for additional research based on more comprehensive data
and will be discussed at a later point in this paper.
Sutarnar;/ - Chapter IV ;
The table which follows, Table X, demonstrates those sub-test
measures in v/hich statistically significant growth took place at
either tho ,01 or ,05 level of statistical significance. The tr-
eatraent, sub-test, level of significance and the groups arc indi-
cated.
TABiii!. X
Level of
Treatrsent Sub-Test Significance Group
Treatment irithmetic ,01 Bussed - Expori-
mentale. Group A,
Treatment Similarties .01 Bussed - Experi-
mentals. Group B.
Treatment Verbal I.Q. .01 Bussed - Sxperi-
mentals. Group B,
Treatment Verbal I.Q. .05 Bussed - Experi-
ments Is, Group A,
Treatment Vocabulary .05 Bussed - Experi-
mentals. Group C.
Treatment x Sex Vocabulary .05 Males, Bussed - Ex-
porime ntaIs, Group
A,
Treatment x Sex Vocabulary .05 Males, )3usaod & non
-Bussed, Group B,
Treatment x Sex Verbal I,Q. .05 Bussed, fetaale - Ex-
periraentals. Group
C.
As inferred by Table X, out of a total of elf^htoen neasurea
administered to Project Concern youth (five sub-testa plus one 1,4^.
score * three groups), three sub-teot scores confirm the major
hypothesis of this paper at the ,01 level of statistical signific-
ance and two confirm It at the .05 level. Thus, out of the eigh-
teen derived measures, an agi^regat© of five statistically signific-
ant upward treands in intellectual functioning support the TJiajor
prc iise as all five, either at the ,01 or ,05 level, were In the
predicted direction, i,o,, bussed youth did bettsr than non—busaed,
Also, two scores at the ,05 level reflect an upward trend for
either males or females in the busaed (experimental), group. This
direction, in conjunction with the other statistic lly significant
obtained measures of increases in cognitive ability, subjoins the
aforementioned data in supoort of the major hypothesis.
Conclusions, reconn^endationa and comments concerning this
study follows in Chapter V which, in essence, looks back upon Pro-
ject Concern’s first year of exploration and the impact not only
upon children both socially and intellectually, both urban and sub-
urban, but the hum^n comnunity in general. For, as the philosophy
and beliefs of the project have become operational, they bogin to
find acceptance in other urban - suburban communities as they move
toward educ tional coaction. This new growth can not help but re-
floct a two year exploration project that never fully realised its
impact would be so meaningful.
Notea to Chapter IV
Koenker, Robert H. Simplified Statist-5p.«.
Me Knight & MeKnight, I96I.
Illinois
:
Freund, John E. Modern Elementary Statistics.
Jerseys Prentice-Hall, Inc.,'T9^4
New
No^s Dr. John Noble of the Medical Research Foundation,
was the major architect for the design and analysis of the datafor Project Concern. The major technique utilized was theDa ta-Text Program, developed at George
-Washington University,Saint Louis, for covariate analysis of data in the social sci-
ences with unequal groups. The facility of the Harvard Com-putational Center was used by the project.
Ca/VPTiiK V
coaCLuaions. RaCOMftlEJiDATlOMi AND COMrklN
CH/IPTKH V
Cjl^CLUol<>»3
, I^X’OMiiJKDATiONS AWi) COH^K'iU
Introduction!
The initial part of Chapter V will concern itoelf with the ex-
amination of the previously proaented ( a ta tie tically treated) data
rorjardino; the cognitive development of innor-city, disadvantaged
youth in a two treatment methodology* Subsequently
,
recommenda-
tions will be considered pertaining to additional studies of Pro-
ject Concern, its total program and future. In finalising this
last chapter and thus, the presentation itself, the author would
like to take some freedom in discussing urban — suburban bussing
from the position of personal observations with children and school
systems advantaged and not-so-advantaged*
Sect ion 1.
Conclusions - The Data:
ihr'oject Concern, a aocio-educational experiment from which
this presentation has drawn its data, is basically an exploration
of the relative impact of (Mahan, 196?), varying educational treat-
ments upon the educational development of yoimgsters drawn from a
situation where the incidence of school failure is extremely high,
i.e,, the inner-city, ghetto neighborhood school. Thus, this sec-
tion is concerned with the evaluation and examination of statistic-
ally treated data (derived intelligence test scores pre and post
one year experiment), attained from randomly selected inner-city
elementary school subjects who were involved in a two treatment
educational exploration, that is, a two treatment methodology.
More specifically, this section will attempt to analyze the
relative impact of the two treatment procedures along dimensions
of cognitive functioning which have traditionally been associated
with school success. As Indicated earlier, the measurement instru-
ment (Wise), used for the evaluation, has been generally noted for
its stability (Cronback, 1963), and at the same time, has been a
relatively accurate measure in predicting (R. Conklin and W. Dock-
well, 1967) t future school performance. Thus, any educational in-
novation used in an effort to bring about increased school achieve-
ment should, in all probability, be reflected in this measure if
educational innovations are to be looked upon as successful.
However, success can be defined in multiple ways and inevit-
ably will reflect the perspective and needs of the definer. In
this paper, the assumption has been inferred, that a critical and
possibly essential aspect of success (Mahan, I967), is measurable
systematic change, associated with treatment on evaluative instil-
ments with a significant predicitve validity, as in this situation,
for future school performance. Certainly, teacher evaluations,
perceptions and reports are of significant importance as are such
inferred indices as motivation and interest. But, if accurate in
reflecting change and growth, the latter sho aid be sensed, measured,
in the former.
In examining the major hypothesis and, ”what is onccoss”, the
focus in part centers around the Verbal Section of the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children (-VISC), which derives a Verbal I.q,
score from five sub- test results. This instrument, as previously
reported (Conklin and Dockwell, 1967)* correlates significantly
with school performance though there are some questions (flahan,
1968), about its general senstivity to the measure of change. The
vfISC was used in the study not only because of its stability in pre-
dicting school success, but also because of the oral ne.ture of its
administration, i.e., the test does not present some of the major
drawbacks which are traditionally associated with the intelligence
testing of minority groups. Specifically, it does not penalize a
deprived youngster whose reading ability is depressed.
In a group by group analysis of the data, indications are that
a trend does exist after one year of experimentation, i.e., bussed
youth, both male and female, performed better on post-tests of in-
tellectual measures than non-bussed. In overview, Group A. (grades
K - 1), demonstrated significant increases in the Arithmetic sub-
test (.05) and derived Verbal I.Q., .01 level. This younger group,
when their performance is evaluated, could be functioning at a high-
er level because of the impact of bussing, or that tho initial e-
valuations were not an accurate estimation of ability because of
their age at time of pre-testing. Also, group A males demonstrated
a more significant gain in Vocabulary (.05) which could be ijidica-
tive of the position that boys tend to progress somewhat slower in
pre-school years (Baldwin, 1968), than girls but later begin to
catch up especially if placed in an enriching environment. However,
the advantaged milieu of the suburban school setting needs serious
consideration as a factor, possibly a major factor, when viesfing
this increased performance for Vocabulary is viewed as a singly
significant measure of intelligence and thus, of school achievement.
Group R (grades 2-3), evidenced the most significant growth
of bussed subjects in Similarties and overall Verbal I.di. at the
.01 level. This systematic change can be viewed as a meaningful
part of the supportive criteria because such measures of increase
in intellectual functioning, with this group as well as with the
others, took place in those specific areas (Cohen, 1959), that tend
to predict success in school. Why the greater increase for this
group is open to speculation, but it again supports the concept
that the younger (Ausubel, 1968), a deprived child is educationally
motivated, the greater the opportunity for meaningful changes.
Group C (grades 4-5), manifested a systematic change in Voc-
abulary at the ,01 level. There was also a significant trend for
experimental females to demonstrate an overall gain in Verbal I,Q,
at the ,05 level. Again, experimental males and females attained
changes in a sub-teat. Vocabulary, that is considered (A, Glasser
and I, Zimmerman, 196?), to be one of the better single predictors
of intelligence and subsequently, success in school. These gains,
which correlate with educational achievement, are significantly re-
lated to one of the project's major objectives, i.e., increased
school achievement. For, as measured ability in cognitive areas,
which are directly related to school success, increase, then it
would seem safe to assume that school performance will change in a
moi^ positive direction. In a somewhat similar manner, is not the
reverse also true, i.e,, for as disadvantaged youth are exposed to
a more advantagous school environment and increases in academic
performance take place, will they not be reflected in measures of
intelligence? The present evidence seems, at this point, to indic-
ate so.
As those statistically significant increases in measures of
cognitive functioning have been briefly reviewed and considered,
with the major hypothesis receiving support from evidence demon-
strating that bussed youth, after one year of oxperimentation, did
better on measur s of intellectual ability than non-bussed, though
the trend was not that significantly clear-cut, it seems appropri-
ate to also consider those other ’’measures'* that suggest bussing
has been a factor in bringing about changes. First, suburban re-
ports, from class room teachers, indicate that the behavioral pat-
terns of experimental youngsters are modified in the direction of
suburban school expectations. The other "measure", is a comparison
of the anecdotal records of the experimentals prior to the program.
There is a dramatic decrease in references to antisocial and anti-
school behaviors which are probably best explained by the contribu-
tion which environmental pressure makes upon overt behavior rather
than by profound changes in personality dynamics, or a lessing of
the need to demonstrate hostility or negative feelings about an
experience which is relatively meaningless.
Conclusions - Summary ;
Briefly, when all groups are combined the picture is one which
within the limitations of this study, the instrumentation
and the confines of a one year exploration, that suburban placement
is an effective type of educational intervention for disadvantaged
youth. Though a definitely clear trend is somewhat lacking, most
slI of the significant gains, were made by experimental subjects,
i.e., gains in favor of the bussed group. Of equal importance has
been the subjective data from teachers indicating that the overall
social and academic adjustment of Project Concern youth has been
above average •
Thus, some if not most of the conclusions of this presentation
can be suraiaarized as follows;
1. Youngsters who were placed in suburban schools
have out-performed the subjects in the other
treatment though the trend is somewhat limited.
2. Inner-city youth transported to suburban schools
tend to continue in their school placement, have
average attendance, and take part in extra-cur-
ricular activities,
3. Suburban staffs report that bussed youngsters
have adjusted well to the academic and social
climate of the suburban school.
There are no signs among experimentals of in-
creased tension, of higher emotional-social pro-
blems or of increase in school failure.
5« There are no indications that suburban teachers
experience any unique difficulties in the educa-
tional motivation or classroom management of
deprived children.
6. Inner-city parents are receptive to the con-
cept of suburban educational coaction and have
responded to the program by more personal in-
volvement in school programs for parents,
7. Sex differences in performance are not signifi-
cant and correlate to (Ausubel, 1968), the find-
ings in recent literature.
It would seen that the phrase "it works" is appropriate. The-
re can be few is any doubts that the results are encouraging in
terms of the original hypothesis not only of this paper, but of Pro-
ject Concern itself. Obviously, one very significant test lies a-
head, i.e., the evaluation and treatment of the 196? - 1968 obtain-
ed data for it should be able to examine more clearly, which
would now be misleading, the significant effects of urban-suburban
bussing on the cognitive and social growth of inner-city deprived
youth.
One last but apparently significant point. There i« within
this study evidence that is in conflict with some of the literature
on disadvantaged core-city youngsters, i.e., the concept of the
’’cumulative deficit theory”, which in essence holds that inner-city
should fall further behind, in terms of test no2*ms, the
longer they remain in school. This has not happened to Project Con—
cern youngsters either due to improved urban or suburban pro trams
or possibly the variable known as the ”Hawthrone effectfi For, all
subjects in both cells, have demonstrated either improvement or no
loss with the bussed group manifesting the greater overall growth.
This concept needs further investigation and would, in and of it-
self, be an adjunct study to the I967 - 1968 data.
Recommendations
:
The recons' lendations which follow, though somewhat limited, are
of the type the author feels would be of significant value in exam-
ining, more closely, the specific impact of urban-suburban educa-
tional cooperation.
1. An evaluation and treatment, statistically,
of all the derived data from Project Concern’s
subjects for the 196? - 1968 school year. This
information with new measures of intellectual
performance, school achievement and personal
-social adjustment, could present a far more
accurate evaluation of the "success or failure”
question.
2. An urgent need is to more specifically evaluate and
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examine the concepts of the "urban" & "suburban"
school. The present literature is lacking here
except in soraevihat general terms. Of consider-
able importance should be an attempt to identify
and evaluate those characteristics of a school
system that cause it to be an effective or inef-
fective tool in the process of educational inter-
vention* treatment, especially as these innova-
tions are geared toufard disadvantaged youth.
3« An extremely careful examination of those Pro-
ject Concern youngsters who appear not to have
benefited from the program in either cell, i.e.,
have not responded to treatment. Clearly, from
the present evidence, the cumulative deficit hypo-
thesis can not be fully accepted and additional*
efforts are required to identify the social-ed-
ucational failure syndrome,
k, A careful evaluation is necessary to examine
the impact of the urban child on the suburban
youngster is several areas such as:
a) social
b) school achievement
c) interaction
5* In like manner, an overall study of the impact
of the suburban system on the deprived inner-city
youth in some of the following areas:
a) social - cafeteria, playground etc*
b) after school activities
c) grade level influences
d) teacher - administrative interaction
in schools with disadvantaged children
e) influences of special services, i.e.,
social work, guidance, psychological
services, health etc,
6. A study of some of the following attitudes could be
of significance as they still remain a part of the
unanswered questions of the present project.
a) attitudes of suburban parents toward
the education of urban youth
b) attitudes of the urban youngster and
their parents toward suburban educa-
tional programs and activities.
As can be easily seen. Project Concern is open to many and
varied studios involving inner-city deprived children for the a-
vailable subjects are representative of northeastern core-city
disadvantaged youngsters involved in the adverse effects of ghet-
toism.
Some of the recommended studies and others not as yet imagined,
could bring some significant answers to the known and haunting fe-
eling that disadvantaged children do not have an equal educational
opportunity for reasons that need clearer and more percise identi-
fication for many of the old cries of social and racial bias have
a false ring inspite, at times, of their obvious truth. For, newer
ideas are needed which will place educational explorations into
being that are not so tied with the past that they lose their op-
portunity to really serve, but are significantly related to the re-
alities of a future highly technological structure that offers much
to those who can meet its needs.
'Phase ideas of innovation must come from those who seek, thr-
ough research and other means, answers to the haunting feelings
that educational opportunities are not equal and that they, in all
truth, need to be.
Comments
:
And it shall come to pass,
that before they call I will
answer, and while they are
yet speaking, I will hear.
Isaiah 65 . 2k
And, in a sense, ”it has co:i:e to pass”, for sonie are listen-
ing and some have already heard. For longer than we aay wish to
admit, our society has heard the deprived child of the ghotto speak
through the juvenile court, welfare offices, slums and the ghettos
the:7iselves, and we have not heard except in chosen faint tones and
answered in like wispera. We did not answer before they called
even though we had seen and heard for what they were asking and
knew and realized what they needed. Now, their call has been too
loud, clear and unsettling, for we have gone through a type of soc-
ial senstivity experience where someone has honestly said to us
what it is really like to be impoverished and that we have not help-
ed j and as we begin to re-enter that very real world we roay truely
begin to hear while they are yet speaking, for some have listened
and though their answers are yet only above a wisper, it is there
and it can be seen and it can be heard.
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APPENDIX I
:VI5^: flub-Tent Means - bxperimentala & Controls Grout> A
(Grades K-1 )
Controls Pre~Teat Kxperiaentals i re-Test
X X T X
.^ub-Teat* Male Female Male Female
InforRSation 6,625 6,136 5-687 6.059
Comprahension 6,156 5.9091 6.000 5.647
Ari than tic ^,186 4.864 5.625 3.706
Slallarities 5-350 4,000 4.937 4,706
Vocabulary 11,844 11.136 11.500 12,176
Verbal I«Q. 88,250 86.773 85.687 85.647
(Post -Test) (Poat-Tc
Inforaatlon 7,375 7.909 7.250 7.000
Comprehension 7.219 7.272 8.062 6,941
Arithmetic 5.250 5.909 5.875 5.706
Similarities 5.625 5.227 6.062 5.412
Vocabulary 12,065 15.363 15.125 12,825
Verbal I.Q* 86,843 92.773 95.437 90.294
•Ra# Scorea
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(a continuation)
3uo«»Teat Means - Experimentala & Coi;trnl« B
(Grades 2-3)
Controls Pre-Test ExperiDienUilc5 re-Test
X X X X
Cub^Teat* Female Hale Female
ZnforBiation 8,^29 9.269 8*800 8.000
Comprehenaion 8.571 8.961 8.417 6,200
Arithnotie 5.809 5.069 5.625 5.662
Similarities 6.095 6.231 6.667 5.552
Vocabulary 21.192 21.202 17.835 18.500
Verbal I.Q* 96.365 90.272 88.687 86.375
(Controls Post-Teat) (Kxporiraentala Poa t-Tost)
Inforzaation 8.875 9.273 8.933 8.335
Comprehension 8.625 7.727 8.651 7.187
Arltbmetle 5.375 5.181 6.292 5.875
Similarities 6.^5^ 6.721 7.542 7.875
Vocabulary 25.402 23.601 28,958 19.375
Verbal 89.212 88.752 9^.583 93.625
*Havy ocoreg
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APPENDIX I
(a continuation)
Wise Sub-•Test Means - Experimentals & Controls Groui) C
(Grades 4 -5 )
Controls Pre-Test Kxpe I'ime \ ;tals Pre-Test
Sub-Test*
X
Male
X
Female
X
Male
X
Female
Information 12.090 10.350 10.947 9.216
Comprehension 11.919 10.000 10.263 8.696
Arithmetic 8.818 8.848 7.842 7.286
Similarities 9.364 9.752 8.737 7.687
Vocabulary 26.727 27.800 27.750 23.087
Verbal I.Qo 98.181 96.050 92.947 84.087
(Controls Post-Test) (Experimentals Post-Test)
Information 12.000 11.500 11.210 11.217
Comprehension 10.805 10.400 10.756 10.783
Arithmetic 8.364 8.050 8.052 9.043
Similarities 9.363 9.550 9.265 10.565
Vocabulary 25.727 26. 900 29.684 28.391
Verbal I.Q, 90.181 95.050 90.947 91.783
•Raw Scores

